Bridge Stone Pocket Full Stone Veneer

Sure Cavity™ (SC 5016 or SC 5032) or 10mm Sure Cavity™ (SCMM 2516 or SCMM 2532) or Gravity Cavity™ (GC 1816 or GC 1832) and Wall Opening Weeps™ (WOW 9095)

Side View Detail

- Back-wrap fabric for bug screen
- Stainless Steel Wall Ties
- Steel Reinforcing as to Engineer’s Specifications
- Apply Appropriate Moisture Resistant Coating as per Local Code and Climate Conditions
- Fabric Skirt to Overlap Wall Opening Weeps™
- Full Stone Veneer
- Sure Cavity™ (SC 5016 or SC 5032) or 10mm Sure Cavity™ (SCMM 2516 or SCMM 2532) or Gravity Cavity™ (GC 1816 or GC 1832)
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